
CHAPTER 1

Introdution

�For dust you are and to dust you will return.�

� Genesis 3:19

1.1 Cosmi Dust

The term �osmi dust� refers to very tiny partiles omprised of heavy

elements (suh as O, C, Si, Mg, Fe) that exist in the interstellar medium

(ISM). Although very di�erent in omposition and properties from the every-

day dust we �nd in our households, osmi dust regulates the way we pereive

the universe around us. Interestingly, osmi dust was onsidered to be an

obstale by early optial astronomers sine it absorbs and satters inoming

radiation and bloks our view of an objet, hene making it appear dark.

However, with the advent of telesopes operating in the infrared part of the

eletromagneti spetrum, it beame known that the absorbed shorter wave-

length visible light is, in fat, re-radiated by dust at longer wavelengths. Thus

began an era enompassing new disoveries of hitherto dark and hidden parts

of the universe.

In spite of ample variation in the partile size ranging from a few moleules

to a few mirons, `dust grains' still maintain a ontinuity in their physis,

whih makes them a bridge between understanding the behaviour of miro-

sopi partiles and how they are able to a�et marosopi events ourring

at galati sales [1℄. The role of dust in the birth and death of stars has

beome a key element in understanding the formation of various astrophysial

objets inluding planets like our Earth. It is now known that dust partiles,

albeit being negligible in mass (∼1% of ISM mass), at both as a heat soure

and a oolant in the interstellar as well as the intergalati medium ([2, 3℄,

and referenes therein). Most importantly, dust provides a site for moleules

to form, inluding hydrogen (H2) whih is the basi building blok essential for

sustenane of life forms. Dust studies have therefore beome a powerful tool

to study not only important astronomial, astrophysial and astrohemial

phenomenon, but the origin of life itself in the universe around us.
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1.1.1 Origin and evolution

The dust partiles found in the interstellar medium (ISM) are generally referred

to as `stardust' due to the existene of substantial evidene that dust grains

form as a result of ondensation in stellar out�ows onsisting of rapidly-ooling

gas [4, 5℄. Infrared emission has been observed from dust in the out�ows from

asymptoti giant branh (AGB) stars, red giants, supernovae (SNe) and Wolf-

Rayet stars among others [6℄. In fat, AGB stars are thought to be the primary

soure of stardust in our Milky Way and both the neighbouring Magellani

louds [6�8℄. However, sine the typial time for stars to attain the AGB phase

is ∼1 Gyr, the notable ontribution to stardust in the early universe was from

massive SNe in ontrast to the urrent senario where Sun-like stars have a

muh more signi�ant ontribution towards the prodution of stardust ([2℄ and

referenes therein). The �rst observations of stardust ontributed by SNe were

muh larger than theoretially expeted whih had led to an unertainty in the

amount of stardust originating in SNe. Nevertheless, more reent observations

of SNe by the Spitzer and AKARI spae telesopes in the infrared along with

other observations in the sub-millimetre have onurred with the expeted

0.01�0.1 M⊙ ontribution by individual SNe [9�11℄. Therefore, the bulk of the

dust grain mass omes from irumstellar shells in the viinity of evolved stars.

Figure 1.1 shows a shemati diagram of the osmi dust life yle.

One the stardust moves away from the stellar out�ows and into the ISM,

they fae various interstellar proesses whih lead to dust grain destrution and

evolution. Suh proesses inlude sputtering due to bombardment by protons

in hot gas whih leads to grain erosion [12, 13℄. In addition, stardust may get

shattered or vaporized during grain-grain ollisions indued by interstellar SNe

shok waves [1, 2℄. Moreover, high energeti ultraviolet (UV) or osmi ray/X-

ray radiation may ause photolysis and alteration of dust grains. Therefore,

despite the fat that dust is formed during stellar out�ows, most of the dust

in the ISM is not stardust. The dust grains get proessed in the ISM whih

alters their omposition and properties. Now, stardust gets injeted into the

ISM over a time period ∼1 Gyr [6℄, but the theoretially predited dust grain

lifetime in the ISM, taking into aount the destrution e�ieny, is ∼100 Myr

[14�16℄. So, in order to aount for the dust abundane still found in the ISM,

there must be some additional mehanism for their prodution.

The depletion of stardust from the ISM due to their destrution is balaned

by the dust grain prodution in the ISM itself [7, 15℄. The growth of dust grains

in the ISM happens due to the aretion of atoms and moleules on top of pre-
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Figure 1.1: A shemati representation of the osmi dust life yle.

Image taken from the Hershel Spae Observatory website:

http://hershel.f.a.uk/siene/infrared/dust

existing grains in dense moleular louds whih may even lead to a hange

from gaseous to the solid phase. This auses an inrease in the ISM dust mass

and suh growth an also explain the redution of elemental abundane in

the gaseous phase of the ISM [2℄. Hene, there exists a balane between the

destrution of dust grains by SNe shoks and the dust growth due to aretion

proesses.

1.1.2 Extintion and reddening

The reddening of starlight oming from distant stars due to tiny partiles

present in the ISM was disovered over 80 years bak [17℄. This ated as

onrete evidene in support of the existene of interstellar dust whih absorbs

the inident radiation at short wavelengths and re-radiates more than 30%

of it in the longer infrared [1, 18℄. In addition, dust grains ause substantial

sattering of radiation at visible and ultraviolet wavelengths whih are used

as a tool to study the optial properties of dust grains suh as albedo and

sattering phase funtion whih is dependent on the angle of sattering [1℄. The

phenomenon of sattering and absorption aused by dust grains is olletively

known as dust `extintion'. This attenuation is highly wavelength-dependent

and has a higher tendeny of ourring at shorter (blue) wavelengths rather

than longer (red), whih is why it is often termed as reddening.

http://herschel.cf.ac.uk/science/infrared/dust
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The need to orret for the e�ets of extintion by interstellar dust on

inident radiation has, therefore, beome highly ruial in order to deter-

mine the intrinsi properties of any astrophysial objet aurately. It is often

assumed that extintion is negligible at very long wavelengths and this helps

us to asertain the value of extintion towards a star using the `pair method'.

Considering two stars suh that one is heavily reddened and the other has

negligible amounts of foreground dust, a omparison of their spetrophoto-

metry allows us to preisely determine the extintion, provided both stars fall

in the same spetral lass [1℄. This method has been suessfully used to

measure the wavelength-dependent extintion along di�erent sightlines whih

is represented by an `extintion urve' aross a range of wavelengths ranging

from the ultraviolet (UV) to the mid-infrared (MIR). These extintion urves

are the primary soure for information on dust grain properties in the ISM of

di�erent galaxies [7℄. The ratio of total to seletive extintion, represented by

RV=AV /(AB�AV ), is used as a measure of the extintion urve slope in the

visible region. A value of RV → ∞ indiates the presene of very large grains

and an RV ≈1.2 would indiate Rayleigh sattering, i.e. by dust grains muh

smaller than wavelength. Hene, larger values of RV would mean a possibility

of grain growth towards that sightline [1℄. For the Milky Way, the average

extintion alulated along di�erent sightlines using the pair method reveals

an RV=3.1 [19, 20℄. The extintion urves for the Milky Way (RV=3.1) and

the Magellani louds are shown in Figure 1.2 [21℄.

The interstellar extintion urves for the Milky Way (MW), the Large

Magellani Cloud (LMC) and the Small Magellani Cloud (SMC) have been

measured extensively along many lines of sight to study the extintion, whih

also depends on dust grain struture and omposition [22℄. Although similar

in the tendeny to rise from the infrared towards the ultraviolet, the average

extintion urves show signi�ant hanges among the MW, LMC and SMC.

The most distint di�erene among the three is in the peak of the 2175 Å fea-

ture whih dereases from the MW to the LMC and is almost absent towards

some partiular sightlines in the SMC, as seen in Figure 1.2 [21℄. It is believed

that this feature is aused due to an eletroni transition in graphite partiles

or moleules of polyyli aromati hydroarbon (PAH) [23℄. The observed

extintion urves in the MW and the LMC have been reprodued using appro-

priate mixtures of siliates and some form of arbon while the extintion urve

for the SMC bar an be reprodued using siliates alone [24, 25℄. Moreover,

it has been observed that the extintion in the UV dereases from the MW

to the LMC to the SMC whih is indiative of variations in the dust grain
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Figure 1.2: The average Milky Way and Magellani loud extintion urves.

Reprodued from Gordon et al. (2003) [21℄ under the

Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 3.0 Unported liense:

https://reativeommons.org/lienses/by-sa/3.0/

size and/or omposition, with a lower value of RV analogous to abundane

of smaller sized grains [26℄. It is also seen that there is a derease in metal-

liity (abundane of elements other than hydrogen and helium) in the order:

MW > LMC > SMC as the fration of smaller grain size inreases [3℄.

The Magellani louds have a lower metalliity as ompared to the MW

whih makes them an ideal, nearby laboratory for extragalati dust studies.

The LMC and SMC have metalliities similar to galaxies found at high red-

shifts whih makes them valuable for probing the interstellar dust properties in

distant galaxies. Of ourse, the level of attenuation by dust an vary strongly

from one galaxy to another depending on the sightline [3℄. Nonetheless, the

observed extintion urves, when ompared with theoretial dust models, still

provide ample knowledge regarding the properties of dust grains in the ISM.

1.1.3 Grain properties

Composition

As mentioned in the previous setion, the primary soure of information on

dust grain omposition omes from the emission and/or absorption features

in the observed extintion urve. The prominent spetral features used to

onstrain the material omposition of dust grains are disussed here.

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/
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2175 Å feature: It was �rst brought to attention by Steher & Donn

(1965) [27℄ that the 2175 Å feature ould be produed by small partiles of

graphite. Sine then, although various arriers among the most abundant

elements found in the ISM (C, O, Mg, Si, Fe) have been proposed as being

responsible for this feature, it has been found that graphiti arbon in some

form is the omponent responsible for the 2175 Å peak [1℄. It has also been

observed that the eletroni transition in the arbon atom frame of graphite,

whih is responsible for the ourrene of the 2175 Å feature, is similar to

what is produed by PAH moleules in the 2000-2500 Å spetral range [25, 28℄.

Therefore, PAHs have been inorporated into various dust models in order to

explain the ourrene of this feature as a ontinuation of the graphite based

model [26℄.

Siliate features: In addition to the 2175 Å feature in the UV, the

interstellar extintion urve shows an absorption feature around 9.7 µm due

to strething of the Si-O bond. Suh a 10 µm feature is also observed in the

emission out�ows from ool stars rih in oxygen where siliate prodution

ours. On the other hand, AGB stars rih in arbon produe silion arbide

(SiC) where the oxygen is bonded as CO. This is seen as an emission feature

at 11.3 µm in meteorites and arbon stars [29, 30℄. Now, the broad 9.7 µm

feature is in ontrary to the sharp peak shown by rystalline siliates in the lab-

oratory whih suggests that siliates in the ISM are predominantly amorphous

in nature. Moreover, there is another feature due to bending in the O-Si-O

bond whih is observed at 18 µm. It has also been argued that siliate grains

tend to be �u�y and porous whih is neessary to reprodue the observed

siliate features ([26℄ and referenes therein). Although siliates are not found

abundantly in rystalline form, there have been reent evidenes whih put a

limit to the amount of rystalline siliates in the ISM, e.g. ∼2% by Kemper

et al. (2004, 2005) [31, 32℄ and ∼1% by Min et al. (2007) [33℄. In ontrast,

rystalline siliates whih are mostly rih in Mg have been observed frequently

in protoplanetary disks around young stars ([34℄ and referenes therein).

PAH features: The strong emission features shown by many re�etion

and emission nebulae in the 3-15 µm range have been attributed to the presene

of PAH moleules. Suh emission, whih is mainly seen at 3.3, 6.2, 7.7, 8.6

and 11.3 µm, is muh stronger than what is expeted from thermal heating of

dust grains and atually happens due to the di�erent vibrational modes whih

are optially ative in PAH moleules [35, 36℄. The PAH abundane in the

MW is suh that it ontributes to ∼5% of the grain mass and ∼20% of the

infrared emission and starlight absorption. It has been observed that smaller
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PAH grains radiate at shorter wavelengths while larger PAHs show emission

towards longer wavelengths ([26℄ and referenes therein).

Others: In addition to the ourrene of oxides suh as siliates in oxygen-

rih regions, ies ontaining oxygen are also expeted to be formed. The ies

tend to ondense on top of existing dust grains and the detetion of ies suh as

CO, CO2, H2O and CH3OH has been reported in moleular louds [37℄. On the

other hand, material suh as sul�des and arbides are formed towards arbon-

rih regions [34℄. Furthermore, there ould be heterogeneous ompositions as

well, e.g. siliates with iron oating, graphites with siliate oating, et. but

suh ases have not been studied well [2℄.

Size distribution

We now know that dust grains whih ontribute to the infrared emission in the

ISM are very small in size, ranging from few tens of atoms to hundreds of them.

Sine the extintion urve is the primary information soure for dust grain

properties, Mathis, Rumpl & Nordsiek (1977) [38℄ used a mixture of spheres

onsisting of graphites and siliates to reprodue the observed extintion urve

from the UV to near-IR. They used a non-parametri approah to best-�t the

size distribution using limits on the grain size, amin and amax, and found a

power-law distribution with amin ≈0.005 µm and amax ≈0.25 µm as the best

�ts. This is famously known as the �MRN� size distribution. However, the

MRN distribution did not take into aount the presene of PAHs whih are

now known to aount for ∼5% of the ISM grain mass and are substantial

ontributors to the extintion observed in the UV.

More reent dust models [25, 39, 40℄ have taken into aount the

ontributions of PAHs in addition to arbonaeous and siliate dust in

order to �t the extintion using various size distributions. Although it has

been observed that a wide range of dust grain sizes are needed to reprodue

the rise in the extintion urve from IR to UV, ∼50% of the ISM dust mass

omes from grain sizes below ∼0.1 µm [26℄. The general onsensus is that dust

grains with sizes in the range 0.05 µm< a <0.3 µm are required to produe

extintion in the visible range of the eletromagneti spetrum in the ISM.

However, various proesses in the ISM are likely to modify the grain size

distribution with an overall balane between grain oagulation and dust grain

destrution by ollisions [41, 42℄. In fat, the sub-miron sized dust grains

an ome together in dense regions of the ISM suh as irumstellar disks

and envelopes, dense moleular louds, et. and form larger sized partiles
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Figure 1.3: An interplanetary dust partile formed by aumulation of

a number of sub-miron sized dust grains as seen with a

sanning eletron mirosope. Reprodued from Jessberger et al.

(2001) [43℄ under the Creative Commons Attribution 2.5 Liense:

https://reativeommons.org/lienses/by/2.5/

[34℄. An interplanetary dust partile whih is porous in nature and formed by

aumulation of a number of sub-miron sized dust grains is shown in Figure

1.3 [43℄. Hene, the total size distribution is e�iently estimated not only

using the UV-optial extintion urve of the ISM, but also from emissions in

the IR omplemented with measurements of elemental depletions from the ISM

[35, 44�46℄.

Polarization

Polarization in the ISM is aused by the alignment of asymmetri dust grains in

response to the magneti �eld [47℄ and it was �rst observed over 60 years bak

at visible wavelengths due to dihroi extintion of inident starlight [48, 49℄.

It has now been observed in the UV [50℄, near-IR [51℄ as well as in far-IR

emissions [52, 53℄ along various soures and sightlines. Therefore, just like

dust grain properties an be derived on the basis of the wavelength-dependent

extintion urve, the omposition, size and spatial distribution of aligned dust

grains an be estimated using the polarization urve whih is also wavelength-

dependent [40, 54�56℄. Spetropolarimetry an be used in onjugation with

the polarization pro�le to obtain additional information suh as the dieletri

funtion of a material whih we annot get by studying just the intensity

pro�le. For example, the two prominent siliate features an also be observed

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.5/
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in polarization either in ase of emission or absorption but while the 9.7 µm

feature is onsistent with the dieletri funtion of `astronomial siliates' [57℄,

the observed polarization is stronger than what is expeted around the 18 µm

feature for siliates with the same dieletri funtion [58, 59℄.

The inoming starlight whih is sattered by dust grains gets partially

polarized and the resulting linear polarization fration is most e�ient in the

UV [60℄. In addition, the bakground light passing through elongated, aligned

dust grains residing in a moleular loud also gets partially polarized due to

the presene of a magneti �eld [3℄. The polarization produed by this proess

in the Milky Way follows the Serkowski law [61℄. It is e�etive from the near-

UV to the near-IR and peaks around λmax ∼0.55 µm, whih when onsidered

under the Rayleigh approximation (2πa/λ)≈1, gives us a grain size, a≈0.1 µm.

Hene, the larger sized `lassial' grains (extremes at 0.1 µm and 0.5 µm) give

the most ontribution towards polarization in the ISM as smaller sized grains

(∼0.05 µm) generally do not get aligned as a response to starlight torques [26,

55℄. The observed polarization also on�rms that the dust grains responsible

are irregular and non-spherially shaped. The extintion ross setions of suh

grains an be generated using various approximation tehniques suh as the

E�etive Medium Approximation (EMA) based on the Mie theory and the

Disrete Dipole Approximation (DDA) whih will be disussed in details in

Setion 1.3.3.

1.1.4 Overview of dust models

The interation of eletromagneti radiation with dust grains whih auses

extintion, polarization, re�etion and re-emission of starlight is our prinipal

soure of information on the nature and properties of osmi dust. However,

the dedution of these dust properties is not straightforward and annot be

diretly measured. Hene, we take the help of tentative dust models whih

mimi the geometry, omposition, size and other dust grain properties. We

then ompare the model preditions with atual observations of interstellar

extintion, polarization and so on to onstrain the grain properties. An ideal

dust model should allow the user to speify potential andidates for grain

material, be it real ones studied in the lab (e.g. SiC, graphites) or some

alternatives for lesser know materials found in the ISM (e.g. astro-PAHs,

astro-siliates). It should also o�er provisions to speify the shape and size

distribution of grains, with an ability to e�etively alulate the sattering

and absorption ross setions of the dust grains in the model [23, 26, 62℄.
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In the past 40 years, various grain models have been proposed to onstrain

the properties of interstellar dust. An extensive review of all these dust models

is given by Draine (2004) [62℄ who has divided them into three ategories

broadly: (1) the original siliate and graphite based model [38, 57, 63℄ whih

was later extended to inorporate PAHs as well [25, 28, 64℄; (2) models whih

assume dust grains to have a arbonaeous mantle over a ore made of siliates

[45, 65, 66℄; and (3) the omposite dust grain model whih expets dust grains

to be omprised of aggregates of arbonaeous partiles and siliates [39, 67,

68℄. All these models were proposed before the advent of the Spitzer Spae

Telesope whih was the largest spae telesope operating in the mid and far-

infrared during the time before the launh of Hershel Spae Observatory in

2009.

More reently, in the post Spitzer era, Draine & Li (2007) [23℄ put forward

an `amorphous siliate�graphite�PAH' model with adjustments in omposition

to math the new Spitzer observations but with spherial grains. Compiegne

et al. (2011) [46℄ proposed a �DUSTEM� model omprised of `amorphous

siliates�amorphous C�PAH' while Jones et al. (2013) [69℄ gave an `amorphous

siliate�Fe nano partile�amorphous C�PAH' model with similarly shaped

spherial dust grains, none of whih took dust grain polarization into aount.

With the advanements in polarimetri tehniques, it is now possible to de-

tet polarized emission from the di�use ISM. Hene, an e�ient dust model

must be able to reprodue the polarization of starlight aused due to dust

grain alignment. The prominent models in reent years whih have onsidered

spheroidal grains to predit the polarization produed during partial alignment

are by Draine & Fraisse (2009) [40℄ with the same materials as Draine & Li

(2007) [23℄ and the reent `amorphous siliate�Fe�graphite�PAH' spheroidal

grain model by Hensley & Draine (2015) [70℄. Therefore, dust grain models

whih an make preditions regarding the degree of polarization in addition to

prediting the dust grain extintion are the need of the hour.

1.2 Multi-wavelength observatories

In this thesis work, we have used the far-ultraviolet (FUV), mid-infrared (MIR)

and far-infrared (FIR) observations made by di�erent spae-based telesopes

to study the extintion and re-emission aused by dust grains. We have also

used the MIR polarimetri observations made using a ground-based telesope

to study the dust grain polarization. A brief overview of some of these obser-

vatories whose arhival data has been used in our work is presented here.
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1.2.1 Spae-based

Galaxy Evolution Explorer (GALEX) was launhed by NASA in 2003 as a

part of the Small Explorers (SMEX) program with a planned 29 month mission

period. As the name suggests, GALEX explored the evolution and origin of

galaxies and in addition, it also explored the origins of stars and heavy elements

in the 0 < z < 2 redshift range. The GALEX mission performed surveys of the

UV sky in two wavelength bands: FUV (λeff ∼1528 Å, 1344�1786 Å) and near-

UV (λeff ∼2310 Å, 1771�2831 Å) with di�erent depth and overage [71, 72℄.

GALEX had a �eld of view ≈1.20 diameter, with a spatial resolution of ≈4.2′′

(FUV) and ≈5.3′′ (near-UV) [71℄. The two detetors provided simultaneous

observations of the same �eld in two bands owing to the presene of a dihroi

beam splitter [73℄. The GALEX all-sky imaging survey: AIS was ompleted

in 2007 overing ∼26,000 deg

2
[74℄. It had the apability to detet a di�use

signal of 100 photons m

−2
sr

−1
s

−1
Å

−1
in a typial AIS observation [75℄. The

mission operated till early 2012, extending three times it's originally planned

period, while onduting all-sky imaging surveys, deep imaging surveys and

a survey of 200 galaxies nearest to the Milky Way Galaxy in the ultraviolet

(UV). We have used GALEX photometri data in the FUV for our work.

Figure 1.4: The Galaxy Evolution Explorer (GALEX) spae telesope before

being launhed in 2003. Image redits: NASA/JPL.
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Spitzer Spae Telesope (SST) was launhed in 2003 as a part of the

NASA Great Observatories program and served as an infrared ounterpart to

the Hubble Spae Telesope. Spitzer used liquid helium to ryogenially ool

the detetors in order to study the early universe, young galaxies and forming

stars. It has also played an important role in planet formation studies by

deteting dust disks around stars. The SST had three instruments on-board

whih were used for observations. We have used observations made by the two

instruments having imaging apabilities. The Infrared Array Camera (IRAC)

[76℄ was a four-hannel infrared amera whih provided simultaneous images at

four wavelengths 3.6 µm, 4.5 µm, 5.8 µm and 8 µm. Eah of the four detetor

arrays in the amera were 256×256 pixels in size, with a pixel size of 1.2×1.2

arses. The Multiband Imaging Photometer for Spitzer (MIPS) [77℄ produed

imaging and photometry in three broad spetral bands in the MIR and FIR:

128×128 pixels at 24 µm with a pixel size of 2.45×2.45 arse, 32×32 pixels

at 70 µm with a pixel size of 4.0×4.0 arse, and 2×20 pixels at 160 µm with

a pixel size of 8.0×8.0 arse. The Infrared Spetrograph (IRS) was used from

low and high resolution mid-IR (5�40 µm) spetrosopy.

Figure 1.5: The Spitzer Spae Telesope being assembled before launh in 2003.

Image redits: NASA/JPL.
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In July 2009, Spitzer ran out of it's supply of instrument-ooling liquid

helium, swithing to a �warm phase" and thus limiting it's study of super old

objets, but is still operational till date. We have mainly used the IRAC 8 µm

and MIPS 24 µm arhival data for our work.

AKARI (ASTRO-F) was operated by JAXA from early 2006 till late

2011 with an aim to survey the entire sky in the infrared. The sienti� goals

of the AKARI mission were to understand the formation and evolution of

galaxies, star formation, planetary formation and evolution. AKARI had two

instruments on-board: the Infrared Camera (IRC) [78℄ and the Far-Infrared

Surveyor (FIS) [79℄. The IRC made observations using three independent

amera systems: NIR (1.7 � 5.5 µm), MIR-S (5.8 � 14.1 µm) and MIR-L (12.4

� 26.5 µm). We have used MIR-L (12.4 � 26.5 µm) amera for 15 and 24 µm

observations. One of the advantages of the IRC was it's ability to observe

10 square armins at a time beause of large size detetor arrays (512 × 412

pixels for NIR, 256 × 256 pixels for MIR). The FIS was the instrument hie�y

intended to make an all-sky survey at FIR wavelengths [80, 81℄. The FIS had

e�etively four observation bands: N60 (50 � 80 µm), WIDE-S (60 � 110 µm),

WIDE-L (110 � 180 µm) and N160 (140 � 180 µm). We have mainly used the

FIS N60 and the FIS WIDE-S band arhival data entered at 65 µm and 90

µm respetively, both with a pixel size of 26.8

′′
and an array format of 20×2

and 20×3 pixels respetively for our work.

Figure 1.6: The sienti� instruments on-board the AKARI spae telesope.

The FIS stands for Far-Infrared Surveyor and the IRC is the

Infrared Camera operating in the near and mid-infrared. Image

redits: JAXA.
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1.2.2 Ground-based

There are a few polarimeters available today whih operate at the optial as

well as the near-IR wavelength bands. However, the number of polarimeters

available at MIR wavelengths is surprisingly rare given the importane of the

8-13 µm band in understanding the dust re-emission and related properties.

Even when there are MIR instruments available that do have polarimetri

apabilities, they have been seen to make use of wire grid polarizers leading

to redued auray and lower observing e�ieny as opposed to those that

make use of dual-beam systems [82℄.

CanariCam is a high-resolution MIR imaging instrument (7.5-25 µm)

mounted over the 10.4 metre re�eting telesope, Gran Telesopio Canarias

(GTC), situated at La Palma, Spain [83℄. It has spetrosopi, oronagraphi

and polarimetri apabilities and has been onstruted suh that it reahes

the telesope's di�ration limit at MIR wavelengths. CanariCam uses a Si:As

based 320×240 detetor with a �eld of view (FOV) ∼26′′×19′′. The advantage

of using CanariCam is that it permits the use of a dual-beam polarimeter in the

10 µm window by inserting it in the optial path of a half-wave plate (HWP),

a Wollaston prism and a �eld mask leading to an inreased polarization e�-

ieny (maximum ∼99.2% in the Si4-10.3 µm �lter). Owing to some hromati

birefringene, the useful exposed �eld of view for CanariCam polarimeter is

320×25 pixels per slot (of the polarimeter mask) per polarized beam, whih

orresponds to 25.6

′′×2′′. In the imaging polarimetry mode, more than 2.5

slots an be used, giving us a FOV of 25.6

′′×5′′ [83℄.

1.3 Computational methods

In order to analyse the data observed by di�erent telesopes, we have employed

the help of some omputational and statistial tools whih we disuss here.

1.3.1 Aperture photometry

�Photometry� refers to measurement of the number of photons in the eletro-

magneti radiation oming from an astronomial soure, whih is represented

in terms of �ux or intensity at a partiular wavelength. It essentially tells

us the brightness of an objet whih has been observed by the photometri

detetors on-board a telesope.
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Aperture photometry, as the name suggests, involves the use of an aperture

(irular, elliptial, square, et.) of su�ient size whih is overlaid on an image

with the objet/soure as enter, followed by summing up of all the pixel ounts

within the aperture to get the �ux/intensity value. However, this value has a

ontribution from the �sky bakground� in addition to the soure whih needs

to be subtrated in order to isolate the true �ux from the soure alone. Hene,

a larger sized aperture is used whih forms an annulus as shown in Figure 1.7,

with the assumption of a onstant sky bakground value all over the aperture.

The average sky bakground value is then subtrated from the summed up pixel

ounts entered on the soure within the aperture, giving us the sky-orreted

�ux/intensity of an objet [84℄.

Figure 1.7: Aperture photometry of a point soure/objet using a sky annulus

to orret for the e�ets of bakground ontamination.

In ase of point soures, the aperture photometry tehnique is arried out

using various software tools [85℄, e.g. PhotUtils pakage in Python, APER

funtion in IDL, qphot pakage in IRAF and so on. However, the aperture

photometry in ase of di�use soures, suh as the ones we have studied through-

out this thesis work, is not so straightforward due to the lak of a point soure

whih makes it di�ult to determine the size of the aperture to be used. More

importantly, it beomes very di�ult to di�erentiate between a di�use soure

and the sky bakground. Hene, we have used the aperture size of the parti-

ular telesope detetor whih was used to obtain the photometri data/images

and then alulated the median value of pixel intensity within the aperture in

order to determine the �ux/intensity entered on a di�use loation.

Moreover, all the photometri data whih has been used in our work has

already been alibrated and orreted for sky bakground, i.e. we have used

the post basi alibrated data (pbd) produts from the telesope arhives.
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For example, in ase of Spitzer IRAC, a median bakground is omputed for

the whole frame whih is then subtrated while for Spitzer MIPS, the data

is redued using the SSC model whih gives the the Cosmi Infrared Bak-

ground (CIB), ISM and zodiaal light ontributions. The details of bakground

estimation and removal in both ases an be found in the IRAC and MIPS

instrument handbooks available in the NASA/IPAC infrared siene arhive.

The alibration details for AKARI FIS an be found in Takita et al. (2015)

[81℄ and the AKARI FIS data user manual [86℄.

1.3.2 Correlation studies

We have used the Spearman's rank orrelation oe�ient (ρ) whih is a

simple and reliable method to test both the strength and diretion (positive

or negative) of the monotoni relationship between two variables rather than

the linear relationship between them [87℄. It does not assume any model,

like a straight line �t, and hene it is non-parametri. We have used Spear-

man's rank orrelation beause monotoniity is `less restritive' than that of a

linear relationship, i.e. we might get a pattern among our observed data that

is monotoni, but not linear, and so it still tells us that they are related [88℄.

It also has the advantage of being less sensitive to bias whih might ome in

due to the e�et of outliers in the data set. The Spearman's rank orrelation

oe�ient is alulated by �rst onverting the observed values to ranks and

then using the following relation:

ρ = 1−
6Σd2

n3 − n
(1.1)

where, Σ = sum, d = di�erene between two ranks, n = no. of pairs of data.

The rank orrelation oe�ient, ρ, an take values inside the interval [-1,

1℄. A value of +1 indiates a perfet assoiation of ranks (as the value of one

variable inreases, so does the value of the other variable), zero indiates no

assoiation between ranks (no relation between the variables) and -1 indiates

a perfet negative assoiation of ranks (as the value of one variable inreases,

the other variable value dereases). The loser ρ is to zero, the weaker the

assoiation between the ranks.

One we have alulated the rank orrelation, we must test to see how

likely it is that our alulation is not just the result of hane whih is alled

signi�ane testing and is given by a `p-value'. It onsiders our result in

relation to how muh data we have. A small p-value indiates strong
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evidene against the null hypothesis (typially <0.05), so one an rejet the

null hypothesis and a large p-value indiates weak evidene against the null

hypothesis. Hene, lower the p-value, more is the reliability in the observed

rank orrelation oe�ient value.

1.3.3 Extintion alulations

The starlight sattered/re�eted by dust gives us information regarding the

optial properties of the grains involved. The dust grain `albedo' gives us

an estimate of the fration of inident radiation whih gets sattered and the

asymmetry fator (g) tells us the diretion and nature of sattering. A ombi-

nation of these two (α, g) an be used in models for omparison with observa-

tions to determine the extintion aused by dust grains in a region. We have

used the dust model by Shalima et al. (2006) [89℄ whih onstrains the albedo

and asymmetry fator of dust grains using the Henyey�Greenstein sattering

phase funtion [90℄:

φ(θ) =
(1− g2)

4π[1 + g2 − 2gcos(θ)]
3

2

(1.2)

where `g' is the phase funtion asymmetry fator and θ is the sattering angle.

A value of g lose to zero implies that the sattering is nearly isotropi while

a value of g near 1 implies strongly forward sattering grains. A negative g

value implies baksattering by dust grains whih we annot observe.

Various studies have identi�ed dust grains to be porous and �u�y in nature,

ourring as onglomerates omprising of multiple very tiny grains attahed

together due to ollisions or interation among the grains and various other

proesses whih are likely to make the dust grains non-spherial and inho-

mogeneous ([91℄ and referenes therein). The interation between suh dust

aggregates and the inident eletromagneti radiation an be studied using a

`deterministi approah' to solve Maxwell's equations in frequeny domain for

individual lusters. However, suh exat methods an only be used for small

systems showing moderate absorption, mainly due to omputational limita-

tions [34℄. Hene, in the absene of a preise theory for the study of highly

absorbing dust grains, we take the help of various approximation tehniques,

e.g. the EMA: E�etive Medium Approximation and the DDA: Disrete Dipole

Approximation, to model the extintion aused by suh grains.

The EMA method [92℄ uses T-Matrix whih is based on Mie theory in

order to determine the optial properties of small omposite partiles whih
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may be either spherial or non-spherial in nature. However, in ase the

partile is inhomogeneous, EMA replaes it by a homogeneous partile with

a single averaged optial property (refrative index, dieletri onstant) whih

is also it's limitation [93�95℄. On the other hand, DDA [96℄ is more om-

putationally preise and works very well for inhomogeneous partiles taking

into onsideration the e�ets of various irregularities (shape, surfae roughness,

internal struture of grains). DDA represents an arbitrarily shaped

omposite dust grain in an array form with dipole elements whih will

experiene a polarization whenever an eletromagneti radiation is inident

and also due to osillation of the rest of the dipoles. The interation and

superposition of these two polarization omponents auses sattering ross

setions and extintion [97℄.

In spite of the drawbaks of the EMA T-Matrix method, it is very onve-

nient for large size parameters and large omplex refrative index where DDA

poses a omputational hallenge. In addition, EMA also allows the user to

explore the suitability of various dust mixtures [98, 99℄. Both these approxi-

mation methods have been used reently in a work by Gupta et al. (2016) [91℄

to study the dust grain absorption using omposite grain models and we have

used a similar approah to study the polarization produed by spheroidal dust

grains around young stars.

1.4 Objetives and Thesis outline

The aim of this thesis work, as the title suggests, is to study the harateristis

of dust grains found in the Milky Way and nearby galaxies, with a speial

interest towards dust in the Magellani louds.

The �rst half of this thesis presents multi-wavelength orrelation studies

whih have been used to identify the partiular grain population responsible

for the observed emissions. In Chapter 2, we have studied the FUV-IR rank

orrelation oe�ients in the Milky Way (MW) by separating our observations

into low and high latitude loations. We have proposed an extragalati origin

of dust for the observed emissions at high latitude loations in the MW [100℄.

We look beyond our Galaxy in Chapter 3 where we have studied the orre-

lations in the di�use ISM of the Large Magellani Cloud (LMC). We present

our �ndings for two HII regions, namely N11 and 30 Doradus in the LMC

[101℄. As mentioned earlier, the Magellani louds have long served as ideal

nearby laboratories to study dust properties and abundanes in high-redshift

galaxies owing to their nearly fae-on orientation and loseness to the MW.
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The Small Magellani Cloud (SMC), with its unique properties as evident

from the interstellar extintion urve, has been very interesting for the study

of dust properties in galaxies whih are in the early stages of their hemial

enrihment. In Chapter 4, we probe the low-metalliity regions of the SMC

using UV-IR orrelation studies with an aim to provide a suitable justi�ation

for the absene of the 2175 Å feature by studying the PAH abundane in the

SMC.

The seond half of the thesis is foussed towards dust grain models to

study the extintion in our loal universe. In Chapter 5, we have used the

Orion nebula as our sample of study to investigate the optial properties of

dust grains in the MW. We omplement the inferenes drawn from orrelation

studies with a model to study the sattering aused by dust grains present

in the ISM between us and Orion's veil. We present the dust grain albedo,

asymmetry fator and the distane to individual dust loations in our line of

sight [102℄. In Chapter 6, we have investigated the polarization aused by

dust grains around young stars using omposite dust grain models. We have

ompared the results from our DDA and EMA approximation based models

with atual observed polarimetri data in an attempt to onstrain the dust

grain omposition and properties in our sample of stars.

We have ompiled the important onlusions from eah work and presented

them together in Chapter 7. The thesis onludes with a brief summary and

prospets for future work as presented in Chapter 8.
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